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Overview 

• Strategy and Structure of B04 

• Status Report 

• Overview 

• Development status of TES micro-calorimeters with 
57Fe for solar axion search   by Y. Yagi 

• Development of Microwave SQUID Multiplexer for 
Multi-pixel X-ray TES Readout by F. Hirayama  

• DM search by astronomical observation in X-ray　
by N. Uchida
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High resolution spectroscopy in X-ray
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Around Fe+24 K-line from Perseus cluster of galaxies 

Hitomi Microcalorimeter ΔE ~ 5 eV 
Si X-ray CCD ΔE ~ 120 eV

Energy resolution increased dramatically by micro-calorimeters ! 
⇒　Update astrophysical search of DM by XRISM  

       New method to search DM/new particles on ground ? ex. Solar actions 
from 57Fe interaction ?

(From XENON1T web page）
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Structure
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XRISM
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Instrument FOV/pix ΔE (FWHM @6keV) Energy band

Resolve 
(XMA+ 
μcalorimeter)

2.9’ □ / 
 6 x 6 pix

7 eV 
(goal 5 eV) 0.3 – 12 keV

Xtend  
(XMA + CCD)

38’ □/ 
1280 x 1280pix

< 250 eV at EOL 
(< 200 eV at BOL) 0.4 – 13 keVXRISM

X-Ray Imaging and Spectroscopy Mission

Resolve

From same wafer as ASTRO-H array (fabricated in Aug 2002),
but has a combination of old (2010) and new (2017) HgTe absorbers.  
Performance nearly identical to ASTRO-H SXS.

Cal pixel

x

Resolve Flight-Model (FM) array

5 mm (3 arcmin)

2018RûG^�Ăâ

2022-03-05 6s{@oE�

Weak line detection with Resolve

FoM for weak lines from point sources

 S/N ∝ FAT
BATΔE

∝ A
ΔE

F : Flux, B : Background
A : Area, T : Exposure time
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Sterile ν ?
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DM shall concentrate on clusters of galaxies and galaxy core.  

The Astrophysical Journal, 789:13 (23pp), 2014 July 1 Bulbul et al.

Figure 6. 3–4 keV band of the stacked XMM-Newton MOS spectrum of the
full sample. The spectrum was rebinned to make the excess at ∼3.57 keV more
apparent.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The surface brightness of the DM decay signal is proportional
to the DM column density SDM =

∫
los ρDM(r)dr . The observed

photon flux from the DM decay into a solid angle ΩFOV is given
by

FDM = MFOV
DM

4πD2
L

Γγ

ms

(1 + z) photons cm−2 s−1, (3)

where Γγ and ms are the decay rate and mass of the sterile
neutrino (see Equation (1) and Pal & Wolfenstein (1982)), MFOV

DM
is the projected DM mass within the spectral extraction region
(Rext, which is either R500 or RFOV), and DL is the luminosity
distance.

The DM mass projected along the line of sight is

MFOV
DM =

∫

los
ρDM(r)dr, (4)

where ρDM(r) is the distribution of dark matter determined by
the Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) profile (Navarro et al. 1997)
and given by

ρDM(r) = ρc

(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (5)

where ρc is a characteristic density and rs is a scale radius. The
integration of the dark matter distribution within the extraction
radius (given in Table 4) is along the line of sight. An extraction
radius of 700′′ was used for the clusters larger than the FOV of
XMM-Newton, while an extraction radius of R500 was used for
the clusters smaller than the FOV.

The expected contribution of each cluster i to the total DM
line flux in the stacked spectrum is

ωi,dm =
M

proj
i,DM(< Rext)(1 + zi)

4πD2
i,L

ei

etot
, (6)

where zi is the redshift of the ith cluster and ei and etot are the
exposure time of the ith cluster and the total exposure time of
the sample, respectively.

The dark matter mass within the extraction radius is estimated
as

MDM(Rext) = Mtot(Rext) − Mgas(Rext) − M∗(Rext), (7)

where Mtot(Rext), Mgas(Rext), and M∗(Rext) are the total mass,
gas mass, and stellar mass in the extraction radius Rext, respec-
tively. The observed Vikhlinin et al. (2009) temperature–mass
scaling relation was used to infer total masses for the intra-
cluster gas temperatures measured from the XMM-Newton ob-
servations. The gas mass is determined following the method
described in Bulbul et al. (2010). The contribution of stars to the
total baryon budget is modest at large radii but more important
in the cluster centers because of the presence of cD galaxies.
At large radii (! R500), M∗ is 10%–15% of the gas mass (Lin
& Mohr 2004; Vikhlinin et al. 2006). Stellar masses of each
cluster were determined using the stellar mass–total mass scal-
ing relation (Gonzalez et al. 2013). The calculated dark matter
masses were corrected using this factor. The projected dark
matter masses within Rext were then determined by projecting
NFW profiles (Bartelmann 1996; Golse & Kneib 2002; Loewen-
stein et al. 2009). We used a concentration parameter c500 = 3
from the Vikhlinin et al. (2006) c−M500 scaling relation and
the median total mass within R500 of the full sample, which is
∼6 × 1014 M&. The projected dark matter mass within each
spectral extraction radius is given in Table 4.

Weights for the responses to be included in the stacked-
spectrum response were calculated as follows. The number of
dark matter decay photons in each cluster spectrum is

Si = α ωi,dm etot Ai, (8)

where Ai is the ancillary response (the instrument effective area)
at photon energy E/(1+zi), and α is the ratio of the decay rate of
sterile neutrinos to the sterile neutrino mass ms (here we denote
α ≡ Γγ /ms). The total number of dark matter photons in the
stacked line is

Sline =
i=73∑

i=0

Si

= α ωtot etot Aω, (9)

where the weighted ARF Aω is a function of the total weight
ωtot,

Aω =
∑

i

ωi

ωtot
Ai, (10)

and
ωtot =

∑

i

ωi . (11)

The weighted responses Aω were used to model our new line,
while X-ray count-weighted response files were used to model
the other known emission lines and the continuum components.

For MOS, the flux in the 3.57 keV line was 4.0+0.8
−0.8 (+1.8

−1.2) ×
10−6 photons cm−2 s−1, where the errors are 68% (90%).
For PN, at the best-fit energy of 3.51 keV, the line flux is
3.9+0.6

−1.0 (+1.0
−1.6) × 10−6 photons cm−2 s−1. If we fix the line

energy from the MOS fit, for PN we obtain the flux 2.5+0.6
−0.7

(+1.0
−1.1) × 10−6 photons cm−2 s−1.

We note that the line energy detected in the stacked PN
observations of the full sample is consistent with the K xviii
line at 3.515 keV. However, the measured flux from this line is a
factor of 20 above the expected flux of the K xviii line, estimated
based on the measured fluxes of the S xvi, Ca xix, and Ca xx
lines and assuming a consistent relative abundance for K xviii
along with the plasma temperature from AtomDB. In addition,
the detected energy in the stacked MOS observations of the full
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（3.55-3.57)±0.03 keV line from 

clusters of galaxies (Bulbul+2014)

reference model with zero line flux rather than the best-fit SXS
flux. B14ʼs most-restrictive 90% MOS energy interval for the
stacked sample is shown, since we are assuming that this is a
DM line and it has the same energy in all objects. For narrow
and broad lines, the best-fit XMM MOS flux value is
inconsistent with the SXS spectrum; the weakest constraint is
for the broad line and the discrepancy is at least % �C 12.
Using only observations 2+3 (excluding the better-centered,
but short observation 4) reduced %C for the broad line
compared to the zero-flux model by about 4, commensurate
with the reduction in the number of photons. The effective area
uncertainty described in Section 3.1 is illustrated by error bars
for the broad line; the alternative area curve reduces the model
values at these energies slightly, thereby reducing the
significance of the exclusion of the XMM flux to at least
% �C 9. Its effect on the narrower lines is weaker.

4.2.1. The Statistical Question

To interpret the above%C (or D% 2) in terms of a confidence
level for the line exclusion, we should note that the statistical
question we are asking—what is the confidence level of
excluding the previously detected line—is different from a
blind line search employed for detecting the line. If a spectral
line is detected in a blind search and it corresponds, e.g., to a
T3 deviation, one has to estimate the probability of a false
detection under the hypothesis of no line, caused by a positive

random fluctuation. Because a T�3 deviation appearing at any
spectral bin would be detected as a line, such a probability is
the probability of a T�3 deviation in one bin times the number
of bins where the line could be found within the searched
interval (the “look-elsewhere” effect; e.g., Gross &
Vitells 2010; this factor was applied in B14). However, here
we must estimate the probability of a null hypothesis in which
the line exists and we falsely reject it because of a random
negative deviation at the position of the line. While T�3
deviations can appear at any spectral bin, only one of them, that
happens in the bin with the line, would result in false rejection,
while all others would be dismissed as mere random deviations.
Thus, even though we do not know where within the XMM
interval the line is, the probability of false rejection is the
probability of a T�3 deviation in one bin—there is no look-
elsewhere effect in our statistical problem. A % �C 9 or
D% � 92 corresponds to the standard one-parameter

( )� � x1 1 0.997 2 99.9% confidence level. Because %C
is not constant across the interval in Figure 2, we can take its
minimum for a conservative limit for rejecting a certain
line flux.
The above %C gives only the Hitomi statistical constraint

and does not take into account the fact that the XMM SXS-FOV
detection itself is only T3 significant (and thus cannot be ruled
out with a T�3 significance). To answer a narrower question of
how inconsistent the Hitomi and XMM MOS results for the

Figure 1. SXS spectrum from the whole field of view, combining three pointings. Energy is in the observer frame; bins are 4 eV for clarity (2 eV bins were used for
fitting). Vertical error bars are T1 Poisson uncertainties in each bin; horizontal error bars denote the bins. Red curve is a best-fit BAPEC model with �kT 3.5 keV,
abundances of 0.54 solar (same for all elements), los velocity dispersion of 180 km s−1, and a power-law component as required by a fit in a broader band (see the
text). Prominent atomic lines seen in the model (identified using AtomDB) are marked, along with the interesting Ar XVII satellite line (B14) thatʼs too faint to be seen
in the model. Brackets show 90% confidence intervals on the unidentified 3.5 keV line energy for the most-restrictive XMMMOS stacked-clusters sample in B14 (red)
and for the XMM MOS Perseus spectrum from the region covered by the SXS (blue).

4

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 837:L15 (9pp), 2017 March 1 Aharonian et al.

No  feature with Hitomi (Astro-H) 
(Hitomi Collaboration 2017)

This might be confirmed by XRISM in many objects.
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Signals from DM
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 S/N ∝ SAΩT
BATΔE

∝ AΩ
ΔE

S : SurfaceBrightness, B : Background
If ρDM ∝ ρBaryon, S ∝ ρDM, B ∝ ρ2

baryon

Selection of targets is very important !
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Galaxies seems better, but still need long exposure. 
New strategies, techniques are being searched for.  
     (Ex. usage of magnetars, by Uchida )
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Joint analysis of Suzaku and Hitomi
• Dark Matter search in the Perseus cluster with Simultaneous Analysis of  Hitomi 

and Suzaku archival data (Fukuichi, Kitamoto, & Tamura 2022 to be submitted) 

• Joint X-ray spectroscopic search using large grasp & deep Suzaku(CCD) + 
high energy resolution Hitomi (calorimeter; short exposure) data. 

• A factor of ~2 sensitivity increase for a faint line or absorption emission in the 
2-6 keV band. 

• A pilot study for XRISM observations of various dark matter objects.
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Different data with different response are combined together

(Tamura+ 2015)
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News from XRISM
• Resolve is now under test at Tsukuba Space Center. It will be delivered 

to S/C on April, and the launch is scheduled in FY2022.  

• Target list in PV phase is now open at  
https://xrism.isas.jaxa.jp/research/proposer/approved/pv/index.html
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• XRISM Guest Scientist Program (TBD) is 
planned. 
Guest Scientists nominated from 3 
agencies (JAXA,NASA,ESA) can join a PV 
target team to enhance science 
production.  

• Job opening for Project Researchers from 
FY2023 is planned.
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Axion search by TES  microcalorimeter 
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Absorber

TES

Heat sink

 
Cabs

 
Gabs-TES

 
CTES

 
GTES-sink

ਤ 1.1: TESܕϚΠΫϩΧϩϦϝʔλͷࣜਤ ਤ 1.2: Transitionͷ༷ࢠ

1.2 TESܕϚΠΫϩΧϩϦϝʔλ
సҠԹܭ (Transition Edge Sensor)ɺಋ-ৗಋసҠͷܹٸͳ߅มԽΛར༻͠
ͨԹܭͰ͋ΔɻಋసҠɺmKͱ͍͏ඇৗʹ͍ڱԹൣғͰ͜ىΓɺ(??)ࣜͰఆٛ͞
ΕΔԹܭͷԹײαɺ1000ʹୡ͢ΔɻͦͷͨΊɺTESΛ༻͍ͨΧϩϦϝʔλैདྷͷ
ಋମԹܭͷΧϩϦϝʔλʹൺɺݪཧతʹ 1ܻҎ্ΤωϧΪʔղΛվળ͢Δ͜ͱ
͕ՄͰ͋Δɻ͕ͨͬͯ͠ɺTESΧϩϦϝʔλͰٵऩମͷ༰ྔͷେ͖͞ʹର͢ΔϚʔδϯ
͕େ͖͘ͳΓɺԽͷૣ͍ৗಋۚଐΛ༻ͨ͠Γɺେ͖ͳٵऩମΛ༻͍ͯडޫ໘ੵΛ૿͢
ͱ͍ͬͨ͜ͱՄʹͳΔɻ
TESΛ༻͍Δ߹ɺΧϩϦϝʔλͷಈ࡞ԹTESͷసҠԹʹอͨͳ͚ΕͳΒͳ͍ɻͦ
ͷͨΊɺಈ࡞ԹTESͷసҠԹʹΑܾͬͯ·ͬͯ͠·͏ɻ͔͠͠ɺTESΛೋബບʹ͢Δ
͜ͱͰۙޮՌʹΑͬͯྟքԹΛίϯτϩʔϧ͢Δ͜ͱ͕ՄͰ͋ΔɻۙޮՌͱɺ
ಋମʹৗಋମΛ৮ͤ͞ΔͱΫʔύʔର͕ৗಋମʹ࿙Εग़͠ɺບްൺʹґଘͯ͠ಋମ
ͷྟքԹ͕Լ͕ΔޮՌͰ͋Δɻ

1.3 ༷ʑͳTESܕϚΠΫϩΧϩϦϝʔλͷ։ൃ
TESܕϚΠΫϩΧϩϦϝʔλɺݪཧ্࣭ͱ૬࡞ޓ༻͢ΔཻࢠͰ͋Εݕग़͕ՄͰ͋Γɺ
ඪͱ͢Δཻࢠޫ࠷ʹࢠదͳٵऩମͷ࣭ࡐߏΛબ͢Δ͜ͱͰ෯͍Ԡ༻͕ՄͱͳΔɻ
Ӵͷࡌ্Ԡ༻Λతͱ༷ͨ͠ʑͳ༻్ɺߏͷΧϩϦϝʔλ͕ઃܭɾ։ൃ͞Ε͓ͯ
ΓɺҎԼʹͦͷҰྫΛ͛ڍΔɻ

1.3.1 HydraܕTESϚΠΫϩΧϩϦϝʔλ

NASA/GSFCੈ࣍ͷXઢఱจӴͷࡌΛతͱͨ͠ݕग़ثͱͯ͠ɺ̍ͭͷTESԹ
ܭʹରͯ͠ෳͷٵऩମΛͭ࣋”hydra”ܕͷTESϚΠΫϩΧϩϦϝʔλΛ։ൃ͍ͯ͠Δɻਤ
1.3ʹ hydraͷߏΛࣔ͢ɻ
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Microcalorimeters senses energy deposit  
in “absorber” as heat. They are used as X-ray  
spectrometers and as optical photon counters.

If there’s some reaction by DM to radiate energies  
in absorber, it can be a new detection channel. 
⇒ Fe 57 to catch Solar axions ! 

 

(From XENON1T web page）

2 Y. Yagi et al.

1 Introduction of Solar Axion Search and TES Detection Sensitivity

An axion is a hypothetical elementary particle proposed to solve the strong CP problem
in quantum chromodynamics [1,2]. The axion is one of the dark matter candidates which is
required in the current cosmology. An axion can convert to a photon or vice versa in a certain
probability via the axion-photon coupling in an external electric or magnetic field. At the
center of the Sun, photons of kT ∼ 1.3 keV [4] could produce axions by the interaction with
the magnetic field and their energy spectrum traces the blackbody radiation [5]. In addition
to this process, magnetic dipole (M1) transitions of some nuclei which are able to be excited
thermally, could also produce axions. 57Fe nuclei have an M1 transition level of 14.4 keV,
and Moriyama (1995) [7] calculated the monochromatic axion flux from the Sun at 14.4 keV.
These monochromatic axions would excite the same nuclei in a laboratory on the Earth, and
would be reconverted to 14.4 keV photons. Moriyama (1995) [7] also proposed to search for
the Solar axions by detecting this photons. In addition, this method has the advantage that
there is no need to tune the detector to the axion mass, unlike dark-matter axion searches.

The 14.4 keV photons from 57Fe film were searched with a Si detector [8,9,10,11,12], and
the upper limit on axion mass of ma < 145 eV is obtained at 95% C.L. in the KSVZ hadronic
axion model[3]. While other experiments using proportional gas chamber to detect 9.3 keV
photons from 83Kr gas bounded on the hadronic axion mass of ma < 12.7 eV (95% C.L.)
[13,14]. In the 57Fe film experiment like [10], the branching ratio to emit a 14.4 keV photon
is only 10.5% and the rest are converted to electrons or low-energy X-rays. Moreover, the
iron film itself absorbs 80% of the photons. The combination of an iron film and Si detector
couldn’t detect the self-absorbed thermal energy from axions in the foil, therefore, the detec-
tion efficiency was as low as 1-9%. We came up with an idea that a TES microcalorimeters
with a 57Fe absorber could be a Solar axion detector. The microcalotimeter can detect not
only 14.4 keV photons but also all dissipated energy in the absorber. Also, the good energy
resolution of TES microcalorimeters would improve the sensitivity for the monochromatic
axions, with enough converter mass and exposure time.
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Fig. 1 The 3σ detection limits as a function
of number of pixels whose 57Fe absorber size
is 100 × 100 × 10 µm3. The exposure time
for 100 days using 256-pixel TES array with
less than 15 eV energy resolution exceeds the
sensitivity of [ 10]. Moreover, more than ten
thousand-pixel array can search for the axion
mass range much less than 145 eV in [ 12].
(Color figure online.)

We suppose a 57Fe axion converter size of 100×100×10 µm3 and Fe density of 7.874
g/cm3. The on-ground background rate of the X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS) for Suzaku Ob-
servatory using the anti-coincidence detector was 2.0×10−3 counts/s/cm2/keV [6]. We con-
servatively assume a background rate as 1.0×10−2 counts/s/cm2/keV. Our group achieved

Yagi+ 2022, submitted

can interact 57Fe again ! 
by M1 transition of 14.4 keV 
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New Instrument at ISAS
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New vapor deposition equipment  (Apr/2021) 
for  Ti/Au bi-layor for TES by Henkaku funding.

CR at ISAS Build.D 
also QUP ISAS satellite 
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SEED220222a W08-up
SEED220222a W08-down
SEED220222a W12-up
SEED220222a W12-down

Fabrication of TES has started !
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In-house TES fabrication at ISAS
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4 inch 
Si wafer

SiNx/SiO2 
t1.0/0.5 um Si t 300um

Remove SiNx, SiO2  
on backside

300 um

Deposit TES bilayer  
& etch

180 um Ti/Au 
40/90nm

10 um

Al wiring 

300 um

membraneAu absorber

120 um

Normal absorber are directly 
attached on the TES
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New Test Patterns
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ղΛཱ྆͢Δ৽͠ߴग़ޮͱݕ͍ߴग़ʹɺݕΛಘΔͷʹཹ·ͬͨɻଠཅΞΫγΦϯͷݶ੍
ग़ʹಛԽͨ͠TESʢTransitionݕͷ։ൃ͕ඞཁͰ͋Δɻͦ͜ͰզʑଠཅΞΫγΦϯͷثग़ݕ͍

EdgeSensorʣܕϚΠΫϩΧϩϦϝʔλͷ։ൃΛ͍ͯͬߦΔɻٵऩମʹ57FeΛ༻͍ͨ৽͍͠TES

ऩΛଊ͑Δ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖ɺ5µmʷ100µmʷ100µmٵݾΧϩϦϝʔλΛ։ൃͰ͖Εɺ57FeͰͷࣗܕ

ͷ57FeͰݕग़ޮ80%ΛୡͰ͖Δɻ
͔͠͠57Fe࣓ੑମͰ͋ΓɺಋମͰ͋ΔTESɺ࣓ͷӨڹͰޫੑ͕ྼԽ͢Δ(ਤ
1.7)ɻͦͷͨΊ࣓ͷӨڹΛ͑ΔͨΊʹɺٵऩମͱTESΛԣஔ͖ʹͯ͠ɺAuͷϦϯΫ
Ͱ͙ܨಛघͳߏ͕ߟҊ͞Εͨɻ࡞ࢼࡏݱ༻ͷૉࢠͷ࡞(ਤ1.6)͕͓ͯྃ͠Γɺಈݧࢼ࡞
·Ͱ͍ͯྃ͠Δঢ়ଶͰ͋Δɻ

ਤ1.6:ͨ͠࡞ࢼଠཅΞΫγΦϯ୳ࠪʹಛԽͨ͠TESܕϚΠΫϩΧϩϦϝʔλ

26uT 
6uT 
0uT

ਤ1.7:࣓ΛҹՃͨ͠ͱ͖ͷTESͷRTಛੑͷมԽɻ[3]

͜ͷΑ͏ͳಛघͳߏɺAuϦϯΫ͔Β͕ಀ͛Δ͜ͱͰޫੑͷྼԽΛҾ͖͢͜ى
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Fe57 absorber is offset from TES 
to avoid direct magnetic field 
on TES sensor.

(Details shown by Yagi)
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GHz multiplexing 
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Microwave SQUID multiplexer

Hundreds of pixels can read out with two cables and one amplifier
6

f1 f2 fN

f (GHz)

. . . .

f1 f2 fN

f

. . . .

TES #1 TES #2 TES #N

Φ

Quarter-wavelength 
resonator

HEMT

Microwave 
frequency comb

Extraction of 
transmission

rf-SQUID

L(Φ)

fr(Φ) = f0
1 + 4CZr f0 + 4f0L(Φ)/Zr

Modulated 
resonance frequency 

Φ0 cycle

Fr
eq
ue
nc
y

TES signal

Microwave SQUID development progress
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Be
tte
r • Lowest readout noise 

• High sampling rate (Fast response) 

• Middle-scale multiplexing

Typical rise time of TES is >μsec. 
Current major multiplexing method (TDM/
FDM) use ~MHz bandwidth. Microwave 
technology can expand the array format. 

(Nakashima+ 2021)

We have succeeded 38  
signal readout /channel.

⇒Increasing the No. of pixels
(details by F. Hirayama)


